
TODAY’S CURRICULUM 

 

Good morning students and welcome back to Letsget High, one of Australia’s great schools. 

Today, in accordance with Education Department guidelines which have been fashioned by 

academics who never leave their offices and bureaucrats who never visit schools, we will be doing 

the following: 

 

Period 1: Gender Studies 

Confused? Don’t worry, so is everyone else. Let’s rid ourselves of antiquarian notions of 

identity – who are you? – in favour of the more relevant and funky – what are you? NOTE: 

bonus assessment marks if you can self-identify with a yet-to-be-discovered sexuality. 

Period 2: Advanced Gender Studies 

Today we’ll look at the scourge of mansplaining and how we can best prevent it. NOTE: 

change into your sports gear for this class as we will be using weapons. 

Period 3: Self-Defence 

It’s a tough world out there … stay in your sports gear as we look at how to deal with 

social media vitriol, trolls and gossip, coward punching, ISIS and mall-shopping.  

Period 4: Sex Education 

Using our dedicated range of puppets, we will examine the implications of random hook-

ups. 

Period 5: Guilt 101 

Yes folks, it’s time for your weekly ecological footprint test. Who told Mum and Dad to 

forget the car, you’re walking to school? Who went outside and drank rainwater last 

Thursday night? Who adopted an endangered animal? Come on, you know your 

responsibilities! 

Lunchtime: Special Guest Presentations  

Group 1: Why Australia sucks NOTE: you may Tweet your comments and questions to the 

presenters but under no circumstances may you engage in face-to-face dialogue 

Group 2: Making your house refugee-suitable 

Period 6: Social Studies 

Today’s lesson is a practical; how to parent your parents. We will be doing lots of 

hypotheticals and improvisations. NOTE: bonus marks for those who can create and 

perform a five-minute skit which shows how you can successfully be both parent AND 

bestie to your child. 

Period 7: Cultural Analysis 

Test essay: discuss the following; that ‘Here Come the Habibs’ is the most significant 

national event since Kevin Rudd’s 2008 sorry speech. 

Period 8: Psych Up 

In today’s lesson we will examine phobias. There are many different types of phobias. 

Which one would you like to have this year? Once chosen, how can you best advance your 

phobia? What kinds of behaviours do you need to exhibit for people to know that you are 

phobic? 

Homework: Overnight Osmosis Program 

As always, we will assume that you are somehow absorbing: 

1. Literacy 

2. Numeracy 

3. Common sense 


